Back-to-School Uncertainty: Ensure the success of your emergent bilingual students
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● What’s needed for successful remote language learning
● 3 future learning scenarios
● How Rosetta Stone English can support remote language learning
● Customer Story- How Rosetta Stone English Helped in a Pandemic
Opportunity in a Changing Educational Landscape
The pandemic has forced us all to adapt to remote learning.
Returning to “normal”

People want to go back to normal, but normal wasn’t working for emergent bilingual students

2x more likely to drop out

<3% of students in gifted and talented education
Challenging old assumptions

How is English really learned?
What’s Needed for Successful Remote Language Learning
Parent engagement and the use of heritage language
Opportunities to practice speaking English
Real-time data to monitor progress
3 Future Learning Scenarios
100% remote learning

- Combination of English language learning and literacy software
- Deliver offline lessons virtually to small groups
- Deliver standard-level RLA to whole class virtually
50/50 remote and in-person learning

- Combination of English language learning and literacy software to be used at home
- Deliver offline lessons face-to-face at school
- Deliver standard-level RLA to whole class virtually
100% in-person learning

- Combination of English language learning and literacy software
- Break learners into small groups and deliver offline lessons
- Deliver standard-level RLA to whole class, using scaffolding techniques
How Rosetta Stone® English Can Support Remote English Language Learning
“Rosetta Stone English was our primary learning tool for ESOL students during the period of fully remote learning. It really saved the day for us and will be a big part of our program next year.”

Rhaiza Sarken
ESOL Resource Teacher,
Henderson Hammock Charter School
Questions?
Thank you!